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Introduction
This is the first time that the Pearson Edexcel International AS paper WPH12, Waves and Electricity,

has been taken by candidates. Section A of the paper is 10 marks of multiple choice questions, and

Section B contains 9 longer questions which consist of short open responses, calculations and

extended writing.

Although there are some slight changes to the content included in the specification from the

WPH02 unit of the previous specification, the assessment for WPH12 is broadly similar. Apart from

the slight changes to specification content, there are 3 main changes to the style of the paper in

terms of content. Firstly, the Quality of Written Communication (QWC) questions from the previous

specification have been replaced with 6 mark linkage questions (Q14 on this paper). The second

difference is that the new IAL specification has a new assessment objective AO2b. This allocates

around 10 marks of the paper to questions that require candidates to draw a conclusion. An

example on this paper is Q11, which requires candidates to do a calculation, followed by a

conclusion about which metal has been used. The final difference is that the specification for

WPH12 contains 5 Core Practicals which can be assessed by way of questioning on this paper.

These Core Practicals are not used in the assessment of paper WPH13.

In general, candidates performed reasonably well on this paper. The main challenges were on

questions requiring more application, such as Q17(b)(i). Candidates appeared to be able to

complete the paper in the allocated time as most attempted the last question, Q19(c).

The multiple choice questions in Section A were generally answered well, with an average of 6

marks scored out of 10 by the candidates. On Q02, many candidates chose option A which is a

standard description of when two polarising filters are used, but this question was simply about

one polarising filter. For Q03, although candidates realised that the string had a stationary wave on

it, many chose that it was longitudinal. For the majority of candidates who got the wrong answer for

Q10, the option chosen was A, an answer which would have been correct if the graph was showing

a progressive wave.
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Question 11 

This is the first of the questions testing the new assessment objective AO2b. Although a fairly

standard calculation question, there was a need to make a decision at the end about which metal

the wire was made from. In order to achieve the last marking point, there needed to be a calculated

value and a conclusion that the material was aluminium.

Although most of the candidates answered this question well, there were a number who did not

halve the diameter before using it in πr

2

 - if candidates did not halve the diameter value given, they

ended up getting an answer that was close to the value for iron.

There were a few power of 10 errors and some candidates were confused about which terms in the

equation were for resistance and resistivity. However, this was seen far less frequently than in

previous series on the previous specification.

Some candidates did reverse calculations to show what the resistance value would be if inserting

the three values of resistivity for the listed metals into the formula. Although this did gain credit, it

should be reminded that this approach leads to the candidate performing three separate

calculations which would lead to less time being available for later questions.
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This candidate has completed a fully correct calculation

to gain the correct numerical answer. As the units were

given in the table, we did not need to see units on their

answer, but this candidate has failed to recognise that

the metal is aluminium, so only scores MP1 and MP2.

This candidate has failed to divide the given diameter

by 2 before calculating the cross sectional area. As a

result, they ended up with an answer that is 4 times

larger than the true value which gives an answer very

close to the given value for iron. There is no error

carried forward within the question here, so even

though their calculated value is closest to iron, they do

not score MP3.

Candidates could only achieve MP2 if the value they

had inserted for the cross sectional area was in metres

squared. So this candidate scored MP2.
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Remember, when measuring a wire, it is impossible to

directly measure the radius, so values will often be

given as a diameter.

This candidate has not correctly converted the powers

of 10 for the quantities inserted into the resistivity

equation. They have failed to recognise that the

resistance value given has a prefix of "milli", and have

changed the power of 10 on the radius. The answer

achieved from this calculation has an incorrect power

of 10 so cannot score MP3. However, they score MP1

and MP2 as power of 10 errors are not penalised on

these marking points.
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Question 12 (a) 

A definition of drift velocity should refer to it being the mean or average velocity for charge carriers.

In this case, the charge carriers had already been defined as electrons, so a mean or average

velocity for the electrons would also be accepted.

This is one of the accepted alternative answers.
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Question 12 (b) 

This two mark calculation question was generally answered well. The most common mistake was

from candidates not recognising that q should be the charge of an electron. Some failed to add

units to their answer, and some rearranged the equation incorrectly. A very small minority had

difficulty transferring the given values into the equation correctly, eg some used 8.94 × 10

28

 m

3

instead of 8.49 × 10

28

 m

3

 for n.

This candidate clearly recognised the correct equation

to use, and inserted most of the numbers correctly.

However, they were clearly unsure of the value for q to

insert and used the Planck constant. As such, the

candidate failed to achieve either of the marks.

Remember that key mass and charge values, such as

those for the electron, are given in the data at the back

of the paper.
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This candidate has also identified the correct equation

to use for this question, but has rearranged it

incorrectly prior to inserting the correct numbers. This

does not score any marks.

If unsure about how to rearrange an equation, it is best

to insert the numbers into the equation in the order

that they appear in the equation sheet before

rearranging. Even if the equation is subsequently

rearranged incorrectly, MP1 will be achieved if the

correct numbers are inserted before the

rearrangement.
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A fully correct answer with units.

Remember that most calculations lead to an answer

that requires a unit. A significant number of candidates

on this paper did not include units at the end of their

drift velocity value.
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Question 13 (a) 

Very few candidates realised that the surface area of a sphere (4πr

2

) should be used for the area in

the equation, so access to MP2 and MP3 was limited. The vast majority of candidates used

πr

2 

instead, which restricted them to MP1 only.

A perfect answer for 3 marks. This candidate

recognised that the minimum distance would occur at

the point when the Sun's intensity value was the

highest, and then used the correct equation for surface

area of a sphere.
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This candidate used the formula for the area of a circle

rather than the surface area of a sphere, so only

achieved MP1.

In Appendix 6 of the specification, C4.3 outlines the

requirements of candidates to know areas and volumes

of certain shapes, including the surface area of a

sphere.
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Question 13 (b) 

Although all of the possible total marks for the question were seen regularly, a significant number

of candidates either failed to understand the significance of the data given or recognise the fact

that the data provided for the Earth in part (a) was given in kW m

-2

 whereas the data for Mars was

given in W m

-2

. Due to the latter issue, a number of candidates concluded that Mars was actually

closer to the Sun as they felt it had a higher intensity than Earth. Although it is not expected that

candidates know the order of the planets from the Sun, it was surprising to see so many candidates

concluding that Mars was closer to the Sun.

When aiming to describe “Mars orbits at a greater distance from the Sun”, some candidates used

words such as “longer” which are too ambiguous. Longer could imply a longer time as well as a

longer distance. Some also related the intensity readings and variations to other aspects such as

temperature on the planet, or the surface area of the planet itself.

This is a model 3 mark answer. The first marking point

is seen in the first couple of lines, and the other two in

the second paragraph. The mark scheme states that all

3 marking points could only be awarded for

comparisons. This candidate has stated MP3 the other

way round, ie in terms of the Earth, but this is OK.
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This candidate has recognised that the Earth has a

greater intensity, but MP1 requires this to be linked to

the Earth being closer to the Sun than Mars, and this

candidate says that Earth is at a greater distance. There

is also mention of elliptical orbits, but this is also the

complete opposite of the correct answer so this

example cannot score any marks.
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This candidate has assumed that the intensity on Mars

is greater and has made an incorrect conclusion

regarding the relative distances of Mars and Earth from

the Sun as a result.

Although mention of the variation of intensities on

Mars has been made, there is no comparison of this

with the Earth so MP3 cannot be achieved either.

Care needs to be taken with prefixes on given values,

whether in given data or from the axes of graphs.
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Question 14 

This is the 6 mark linkage question, which assesses the candidate’s ability to show a coherent and

logically-structured answer with linkages and fully-sustained reasoning. The topic chosen for this

question on this paper was the photoelectric effect, and the evidence to show that a particle-like,

rather than wave-like, nature is displayed in this experiment.

Essentially, the mark scheme is divided up so that there are 6 individual indicative content points

(labelled as IC points in the descriptions of the scripts). The table in the mark scheme shows how

the marks for the indicative content are generated from the number of IC points seen, and this

gives a maximum of 4 marks when all 6 IC points have been achieved. On top of that, either 1 or 2

linkage marks may be awarded on the basis of how well the IC points are linked to each other.

On this paper, it was considered that the IC points came in pairs, one of each describing what

happens in reality (the particle model), whilst the other described what would happen if the wave

model were correct. As such, it was possible to achieve 1 linkage mark for correctly linking just 2 IC

points if they were in the same pair. Another linkage could be awarded for linking another pair of IC

points as long as 5 or 6 IC points were seen in total on the paper.

Seeing as all of the IC points referred to release of electrons, it would be unfair to prevent a

candidate from getting all of the marks for forgetting to mention this in relation to every point.

Therefore, if there was clear reference to electrons being released within the answer, then the IC

points could be awarded even if not individually linked to electron release.

Many candidates were clearly discussing how line spectra are produced, with descriptions of energy

level changes. Some even mixed this with correct descriptions of the photoelectric effect.
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This candidate has clearly mentioned that, in order for

electrons to be emitted from the metal surface, the

light has to be beyond a threshold frequency. They

have also made it clear that any frequency would be

able to emit electrons if the wave theory were correct.

This scores IC1 and IC2, meaning 2 physics marks are

awarded. They are linked points, so a linkage mark is

also awarded.

There is no key information about the timing of release

or what affects the kinetic energy of the released

electrons, so no further IC points are seen and a total of

3 marks is achieved.
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This is a very good, clear answer. The candidate has

made a number of comparisons and has very nearly

achieved all of the marks.

In lines 2-3 IC1 is achieved for a clear description of

threshold frequency.

In lines 6-7 IC5 is achieved. Although no credit was

given in this question for stating that higher

frequencies led to higher photon energy, this candidate

is clearly talking about the higher frequency leading to

higher kinetic energy (of electrons).

In lines 8-9 IC3 is achieved.

In lines 11-12 IC4 is achieved.

Lines 13-14 do not get IC2 as it has not been made clear

enough that any frequency would be able to release

electrons in the wave model.

Lines 15-16 score IC6.

With 5 IC points, this scores 3 physics marks. As there

are clearly two linked pairs (IC3 & 4, IC5 & 6), 2 linkage

marks are awarded (as the written work is clear).

As such, this example scores 5 marks in total.
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Although relatively short, this answer includes all of the

first 4 IC points from the mark scheme, and is quite

clearly described. 4 IC points leads to 3 physics marks.

However, this number of IC points can only allow

candidates access to 1 linkage mark, even though this

candidate has made two separate linked pairs (IC1 &

IC2, IC3 & IC4). So the total mark here is 4.

If an answer is written in a confusing way, with the

steps in the answer not being in a coherent and

logically-structured way, linkage marks are not

automatically awarded. Although the answer here is

logical, it is still possible to not award a linkage mark in

certain cases.
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Question 15 (a) 

Specification point 68 refers to the ability to derive equations for combining resistances in series

and parallel using the principles of charge and energy conservation. This question requested

candidates to derive the formula for resistors in series. As the derivation is expected, candidates

are not given the equation in the formula sheet, so a lot of the candidates who scored one mark on

this question gained it by just being aware that R

T

 = R

1

 + R

2

.

There were some clear attempts from candidates to work backwards from the answer in order to

establish the steps along the way, but most of these were unsuccessful as they mostly started off

by replacing R with V/I.

A number of candidates, such as this one, could recall

the equation for resistors in series without being aware

of how it was derived. This still scored MP3, however, as

the equation is not an equation provided in the

formulae given.

This candidate was unsure about which equation was

for series and which was for parallel. The correct

formula has been scribbled out and replaced with a

parallel formula.
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If you do not wish work to be marked, attempt to cross

it out neatly, rather than a bold scribble. This enables

examiners to see what the original answer was.

If this candidate had not replaced their original

equation with anything else, examiners are instructed

to try and mark whatever has been crossed out. If the

work has been replaced by something else, the only

work that is assessed is the work that has been listed as

a replacement.

Although the answer here is not written exactly the way

that it is in the mark scheme, this can score all 3 marks.

In the last two lines, we can clearly see MP2 and MP3.

On the line above that, there is evidence for V (total)

being equal to V1 + V2, so MP1 is also achieved.
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Question 15 (b) 

Although almost half of the candidates scored all 3 marks on this question, virtually all of the

remaining candidates scored either 0 or 1. This was largely due to an inability to combine the

formulae for resistors in parallel with resistors in series. There were many different routes to

achieve the final answer, but all of them required candidates to undertake the steps shown in one

of the two alternatives on the mark scheme. The majority of candidates answered the question

using the method shown first in the mark scheme.
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The method used by this candidate is the one seen on

the second alternative on the mark scheme. They have

calculated the potential difference across the 6 Ohm

resistor, then subtracted it from 7V to get the p.d.

across the parallel combination. This has enabled them

to work out the current in each branch of the parallel

section, which leads on to a correct answer.

This is the first alternative on the mark scheme. This

alternative links much more closely with part (a), where

candidates had to show how to derive the formula for

resistors in series. This candidate has initially calculated

the whole circuit resistance, then subtracted the value

of the series resistor to enable the resistance for the

parallel section to be determined.

From this point onwards, the resistors in parallel

formula is used to achieve the correct answer.
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This candidate has performed two separate

calculations, representing MP1 on each of the separate

alternatives of the mark scheme. However, the two

alternative methods are completely separate from each

other, so MP1 can only be achieved once via either

method and cannot score a second mark if MP1 is seen

from both methods.

Although this candidate starts to use the parallel

resistors formula, they have not established a value for

total resistance to insert into the equation, so cannot

score MP2.
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Question 15 (c) (i)

This question also had a couple of alternative ways of achieving the correct answer. Although the

ideal equation to use for method 1 was P = I

2

R as the resistance was a fixed value, some candidates

still calculated both the circuit current and the p.d. across the resistor in order to calculate power

using P = VI. The most frequent mistakes were failing to calculate the whole circuit current correctly,

or using the total resistance of the circuit to calculate the power of the fixed resistor.
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Although no numbers are seen being inserted into the

calculation, this candidate has clearly established the

current for the whole circuit (this is MP1 on the first

alternative shown on the mark scheme). They then use

P = VI to score MP2. However, they have used the full

12 V, which is not the p.d. across the fixed resistor, so

the answer is too large and does not score MP3.
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This candidate also starts off by calculating the circuit

current, leaving it as a fraction. They then use a suitable

power equation with the correct current and resistance

of the fixed resistor to get the correct answer.
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Final answers should not be left in the form of a

fraction. However, during interim calculations such as

in this question, fractions are acceptable for values

worked out on the way to the answer.
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A commonly seen 1 mark answer, where the candidate

has performed a single calculation using the given data.

However, the data used is for the whole circuit rather

than just for the fixed resistor, so only scores MP2 for

the use of the power equation.
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When "Use of" is stated before an equation on a mark

scheme, there need to be dimensionally correct

substitutions into the equation. In this example, it is

clear that the value inserted for V is a value from the

question, as is the combined resistance inserted for R.
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Although the more straightforward way to perform this

calculation would be to calculate circuit current or p.d.

across the fixed resistor first, then use an equation for

power that involved R, this candidate has worked out

both the circuit current and the p.d. then used P = VI.

This is all perfectly correct so scores all 3 marks.
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Question 15 (c) (ii)

Many candidates answering this question failed to understand the situation described for this

particular question. Of these, quite a few decided to describe throughout their answer the situation

that occurs when the light intensity increases, which is a standard way to describe how an LDR

responds, but this question was asking for what happened when the light intensity decreased.

Quite a significant number of candidates also failed to develop their answer in any way to show

what would happen to the power of the fixed resistor, just concentrating on the LDR. A smaller

(but still significant) number of candidates were describing how a filament lamp responds when it

gets hotter.

This is an answer where the candidate has both

considered that the light intensity is increasing, and

appears to be only considering what happens to the

LDR. Although there is a clear understanding that this

candidate understands how an LDR works, the

response given is not actually answering the question,

and so none of the marking points are achieved.
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An ideal, clear answer scoring all 4 marks. For MP4 the

candidate had to show the equation they were using to

explain their answer.

On some electricity questions, explanations are aided

by showing appropriate equations. However, it needs

to be clearly stated how the terms in the equation

change in order to gain credit. On this question, it was

felt that there was no need for candidates to have to

mention that the resistance of a fixed resistor is

constant, as this is implied by the component name.
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Question 16 (a) 

This is a standard description of how visible light is emitted from atoms when they are supplied

with energy. In this case it was important to recognise that the electrons colliding with the atoms

were transferring energy to the atoms. This marking point was the one that was most commonly

not awarded. Most candidates were awarded MP2 for the raising of electrons in energy levels, but

some did not then link this to release of photons when dropping back down, so did not score MP3.

A good answer that includes all 3 marking points in the

first 5 lines.
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This candidate scores MP1 and MP2, but has not

mentioned photons so MP3 is not awarded. Although it

is not entirely clear which electrons the candidate is

describing when they mention collisions and gaining

energy, it was assumed that the electrons in the atoms

are gaining energy.

When discussing line spectra, it is important to describe

how it is electrons (not atoms) that move up energy

levels and back down again.
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Question 16 (b) 

The majority of candidates appeared to be familiar with such calculations, and 3 marks were

commonly seen awarded. The commonest mistakes was from candidates not handling the

conversion from J to eV correctly. Some of these simply did not convert at all, but the rest multiplied

by 1.6 x 10 

-19

 instead of dividing by it.

The first marking point in the mark scheme involves

two equations. Many candidates, such as this one, have

combined them together and score MP1. This

candidate has incorrectly converted to eV by

multiplying rather than dividing, so does not score MP2

or MP3.
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Although the final answer looks very wrong, the only

mistake made by the candidate is that they have the

wrong power on their calculated value for frequency

(they have written it with a power of -14 instead of +14).

As a result, their final answer is 28 orders of magnitude

out.

As with other calculations, such power of 10 errors do

not affect the awarding of marking points prior to the

answer mark, so this candidate scores MP1 and MP2.

The answer is wrong, so no MP3.
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A fully correct answer for all 3 marks.

In this example, you can see part of the answer to the

previous part of question 16. Please try to ensure that

your answers to all questions are on the answer lines

given, otherwise the examiner might not be able to see

the full response. If you have continued elsewhere,

make it clear within the answer space where the rest of

the answer appears.
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Question 16 (c) 

The diffraction grating experiment (and equation) were not on the previous specification, and there

were clearly some issues with candidates being unable to adapt their practical knowledge to this

question. Two distances were provided, which should have been used to calculate the angle θ.

However, a significant number of candidates simply used the double slit equation which is not on

this specification.

It was also quite clear that many of the candidates were not aware of what each of the letters in the

equation represented. Even those who quoted the correct formula then inserted numbers in

random locations in order to establish an answer. Many of these candidates were also not exactly

clear which letter from the formula they were trying to calculate. A large number inserted the value

of D into the formula as d.

This candidate has identified the correct equation to

use in order to answer the question, but has inserted

incorrect values in as the terms. The value inserted for

n is 300 so the candidate has assumed that n stands for

number of slits per mm. Although there are two

alternative methods shown on the mark scheme, for

MP2 to be awarded both of them require n to be

inserted with a value of 1. Thus this candidate scores no

marks as there is no attempt to calculate the angle.
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When revising, remember what each of the terms in

each equation stands for.

This candidate has used the double slit equation which

is not part of this specification. Although alternative

correct physics would always be accepted in an

examination, a diffraction grating clearly does not have

just two slits, and it is only due to the fact that the angle

is quite small, that using the double slit equation gives a

fairly similar answer to the true answer. Those using

the double slit formula calculated 306 lines per mm,

whereas the correct answer was 301 lines per mm.
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A fully correct answer for all 3 marks. Although the

candidate has not calculated 301 lines per mm, they

have worked out the spacing for the lines and

compared it to what the spacing would be if 300 lines

per mm were used (showing that they are very similar).
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Question 17 (a) 

Although the diagram was labelled as being “not to scale”, it should have been clear to candidates

that the point marked O was positioned so that it was an equal distance from each of the

loudspeakers; hence the path difference should be 0. Many candidates simply gave a standard

description for any position of constructive interference with a path difference of nλ. This was not

good enough to explain this particular point of constructive interference. However, a large number

of candidates managed to achieve MP2 and MP3.
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An ideal answer scoring all 3 marks. No mention of path

difference, but clearly stating that the two waves have

travelled the same distance from each of the speakers

to O.

Although the candidate starts by describing diffraction

(which is not really what is happening in this situation),

they do go on to state MP2 and MP3 quite clearly. Many

candidates such as this one gave the generic

description of the path difference being n x lambda

when the interference was constructive. However, in

this scenario MP1 was only going to be achieved by an

indication that the path difference was 0.
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Question 17 (b) (i)

This question is representative of the greater demand levels of the new specification. Unfortunately

the majority of the candidates were unable to apply the information given to the calculation

required, with very few even recognising that the path differences needed to be calculated. Those

who did not calculate path lengths typically scored 0 or 1, whilst those who calculated a path length

(or both) correctly usually ended up scoring all 5 marks.

A handful of candidates clearly knew the expected value for the speed of sound in air, so tended to

try and work back from 340 ms

-1

 (for example) to find out what the wavelength should be.

A rare, fully correct answer showing all of the

calculation steps expected very clearly.
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This candidate has attempted to use the double slit

equation in order to establish a value for wavelength.

Although the use of this equation is incorrect, it leads to

a dimensionally correct value for wavelength which is

then inserted into the wave equation. So MP4 is

achieved but nothing else.
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Question 17 (b) (ii)

Although the mark scheme shows three different alternatives of how the marks could be gained on

this question, the majority were writing answers that applied to the first alternative. These often did

not score marks due to incorrect usage of language. The vast majority of answers seemed to be

answering a different question so were literally explaining why dataloggers linked to a computer

are better than humans at measuring things.

This is a 2 mark answer via the first method shown on

the mark scheme. The first couple of lines score MP1,

and the last couple of lines get MP2.
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Although MP2 is achieved in this example, the

description of human error is not good enough to gain

credit for MP1.

When answering questions about practical procedures

and their alternatives, human error is not likely to be

accepted as it is not clear enough what the human

"error" is in this case. The answer needs to be more

specific.
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Question 17 (c) 

The main expectation for MP1 was that candidates should talk about waves being reflected or

echoed, and the fact that they were reflected/echoed from the walls or ceilings in the classroom.

Many candidates simply referred to waves “bouncing” off the walls, or simply reflecting (without

stating where the reflection was taking place). A small number were clearly writing about diffraction

affecting the results, which did not gain credit.

This candidate scores MP2 and very nearly achieves

MP1 also. MP2 is for the suggestion that an echoed

wave is interfering with the two waves that are already

interfering. However, to achieve MP1 it needed to be

clear what the sound waves were echoing from.

Bounce is not an acceptable alternative to reflect or

echo. Additionally, this candidate has not stated what

the sound would "bounce" from either, so no marks

awarded here.
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A good 2 mark response. The first couple of lines have

MP1, whilst MP2 is on lines 2 and 3 (due to the fact that

the reflected wave is described as superposing with the

incident waves which are presumed to be the two

waves from the loudspeakers).
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Question 18 (a) 

A standard description question that was generally answered very well. Both marking points were

seen on a regular basis.

The statement about critical angle at the start is

unfortunately the wrong way round, so MP2 is not

achieved by this candidate. However, they do

understand that this occurs at a boundary from a more

dense substance to a less dense substance so score

MP1.
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This one has it the correct way round, so scores both

marks.
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Question 18 (b) 

This question was not answered as well as part (a) and it appears that the majority of candidates

were trying to link their descriptions for this part to those for part (a). For example, having said for

part (a) that the angle of incidence had to be greater than the critical angle, many then wrote for (b)

that the angle of incidence had to be less than the critical angle, which was not relevant to this

question.

NOTE :

When reading mark schemes from past papers, it is important to note the context of the question

that has been asked. On this question we accepted for MP2 a description that the wave “bends

towards the normal”. This was only because the candidates had been told in the question that the

light refracts as it enters the glass. On another paper, “bends towards the normal” might not be an

acceptable answer if the question has not mentioned the name of the process as being refraction.

An answer achieving both marks. This is an example

where the candidate has just mentioned about light

bending towards the normal, rather than refracting

towards the normal. However, the word refraction is

mentioned in the question so is not expected in the

answer.
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This is an example of a candidate who has referred to

the angle of incidence being less than the critical angle,

so they only score MP1 for the second line here.

This is an example where the candidate appears to

have contradicted themselves in the answer. Although

MP1 is seen in the first line and a half, they then state in

brackets that the refractive index is smaller.

Unfortunately, as the refractive index of the second

medium is greater, this contradicts the initial statement

so MP1 cannot be awarded. As a result, this candidate

scores 0.
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Question 18 (c) 

This question represents a multi-step calculation to achieve an answer. To make the question more

complex, there are three different materials to consider (air, glass and water). Although the

majority of candidates were able to calculate the critical angle at the first boundary, a significant

number then used this value as the angle of incidence at the second boundary which was incorrect.

A significant number also failed to realise that as the second boundary was between glass and

water, both 1.50 and 1.30 needed to be seen inserted as refractive index values in the equation.

Having said this, more than 25% of the candidates scored all 4 marks on the question.
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This candidate scores all of the first 3 marking points in

their answer. They have calculated the critical angle,

and subtracted it from 90 to get MP1 and MP2.

Although they then use the equation for MP3 with 1.30

and 1.50 as the two values of n, the angles are the

wrong way round, so they end up with the wrong

answer. Therefore no MP4.
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This candidate has calculated the critical angle for MP1,

but does not subtract it from 90 degrees (so no MP2).

The refractive index equation is used with only one

refractive index value of 1.50 so no MP3. The answer is

also incorrect, so no MP4. This therefore scores a total

of just 1 mark.
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A fully correct answer for all 4 marks here. All of the

steps are seen clearly, and the equations are all shown

without numbers first and then with numbers

substituted.

Although the degree symbol is missing from the answer

line, it is seen on the line above.

Where necessary, all calculated answers require units

to be shown. In this case, the degree symbol is

necessary to award MP4.

One of the more commonly seen answers, scoring MP1

and MP3. The entire process is correct except that the

candidate has failed to subtract the critical angle from

90 degrees prior to doing the final calculation for the

second boundary.
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Question 19 (a) 

Questions 19a and 19b refer to Core Practical 8 (Determine the e.m.f. and internal resistance of an

electrical cell). As such, it is expected that candidates know how to set up the circuit and interpret a

graph of the results.

In Q19a, candidates were asked to complete the circuit diagram. As it was considered that some

candidates might find it unusual to try and create a circuit symbol for a potato cell, the cell was

drawn in for them. The expected circuit is drawn in the mark scheme. However, quite a few

candidates produced a diagram where it would have been impossible to vary the readings for

current and potential difference so did not score MP2. Most, however, managed to correctly

position the ammeter and the voltmeter. The majority who did not position the voltmeter correctly

had placed it around the variable resistor, but had included other resistors in the circuit too.
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Ideally circuit diagrams would be completed using a

pencil and ruler. Although a ruler has not been used for

this diagram, it is clearly a circuit containing the correct

arrangement of components, so scores both marks.
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This candidate has drawn the voltmeter around a fixed

resistor, and there is another resistor (variable) in the

circuit, so the p.d. being measured is not the one

required for this practical. As such, MP1 is not achieved.

However, there is a variable resistor, so MP2 is

achieved.
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Although the voltmeter is drawn around the variable

resistor rather than the cell, there is no other resistive

component drawn in the circuit so this is effectively the

same as having the voltmeter around the cell. As a

result, this candidate scores both marks.
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Question 19 (b) 

From undertaking the Core Practical, candidates are expected to know that the y-intercept of this

graph is the e.m.f. of the cell, and that the gradient is equal to the negative of internal resistance. As

such, it was expected that candidates draw a line of best fit in order to enable these values to be

established.

Some candidates failed to draw a best fit line, resulting in them being unable to achieve MP1 or

MP3. The other two marking points were for correct values for ε and r. A significant number of

candidates failed to take into account the current values being in mA, so had a power of 10 error on

their answer for r.
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This candidate has not drawn a best fit line for the

graph, so cannot score either MP1 nor MP3. Without a

best fit line there is no idea whether the data chosen

for the "gradient" calculation would have been located

on the best fit line.

MP2 is not awarded as the value is out of range.

MP4 is awarded as the internal resistance value is

within the given range.

So, this candidate scores 1 mark.

Although this candidate has given the answer for

internal resistance to 7 significant figures, it is not

penalised on this question. However, candidates should

be aware that a number of the answers on WPH13 and

WPH16 papers will need to be quoted to the correct

number of significant figures otherwise marks will not

be awarded.
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A very clear 4 mark response, with both answers within

the acceptable range.
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Question 19 (c) 

It is clear that many candidates answering this question did not understand the true meaning of

terminal potential difference, with many appearing to describe it as if it were e.m.f. This resulted in

quite a few candidates concluding that the terminal potential difference was the same for both

circuits, even when they had stated that the total resistance in Circuit A was greater than that in

Circuit B.

Many candidates who attempted to use calculations to back up their answer failed to calculate a

correct parallel resistance of R/2 for Circuit B. However, as resistors in parallel had already been

assessed by calculation in Q15, candidates on this question could still achieve MP1 if they stated

that the total resistance in series was greater than the resistance in parallel.
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A really clear answer scoring all 4 marks in a logical

progression. The marks are gained from alternative 1

from the mark scheme.

Another good answer, this time scoring MP1, 3 and 4.

Quite commonly candidates started off by stating which

one had the greater terminal potential difference so

scoring MP4 at the beginning. This one then states MP1

and MP3 in the last couple of lines.
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Paper Summary
For a first paper on a new specification, candidates showed a generally good understanding of the

requirements of the specification. Calculations were generally performed well, and the majority of

candidates were aware that the correct units needed to be shown against their numerical answers.

In some cases, answers did not demonstrate a sound understanding of content that was not on the

previous specification. In particular, there seemed to be poor understanding of the core practical

on diffraction gratings, with many candidates not aware of what the terms in the equation

nλ = d sin θ stood for. In addition, although many knew the formula for resistors in series (Q15(a)), a

lot did not seem to know how to derive it.

Some of the more unusual contexts were also not interpreted correctly by candidates, with a

number writing answers that would be more appropriate to questions that had appeared on

previous exams on the legacy specification.

Based on their performance on this paper, candidates are offered the following advice:

Ensure that core practicals are undertaken by all candidates and it is fully understood how to

interpret the results from such practicals. Answers to Q16(c), 19(a) and 19(b)(i) suggested that a

number of candidates were not familiar enough with the core practicals.

Adapt answers to the questions that have been set. Many of the responses to the linkage

question, Q14, were clearly describing the photoelectric effect but were not actually addressing

the question asked.

Make sure that answers use appropriate scientific language, eg on Q17(c) a significant number of

candidates described waves “bouncing” off walls rather than “reflecting”.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:

http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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